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Fact Sheet

About Us Founded in April 2007, BrewPot is a social networking and beer 
rating portal designed to create a community of  craft beer 
enthusiasts, brewers, and distributors.  Through the portal, 
members can locate craft  beers, rate the beers they try, and 
share their ratings with other members.

The Difference Brewpot.com is different from other beer network sites, because 
we incorporate a scientifically-based flavor rating system with 
leading edge web tools to give our users a fun and easy way to 
find a new beer to love.

Our Mission Our mission is to not only be a great web portal and social 
network, but  to also offer a revolutionary way to utilize advanced 
web  technology to rate and recommend craft beer.

Target Market The BrewPot.com target market is male and female craft beer 
enthusiasts.

Media Contact Jay Jackson, CEO
jjackson@brewpot.com
www. brewpot.com

Offices Headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia
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Brewpot.com is the fun and 

easy way to find, rate and 

track the beers you love.
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Executive Bio

Taste Your Beer.℠

Jay Jackson
Founder & Chief Executive Officer  
jjackson@brewpot.com

As a craft beer enthusiast,  Jay noted the 
increasing selection of locally brewed 
craft beers.

These beers offer a wide variety of flavors 
and tastes, and appeal to a new  
population of beer consumer.  There is a 
craft beer revolution going on, and he 
intends to be a part of it! 

Jay has designed  Brewpot.com to  
highlight how complex and diverse beer 
can be, while offering website members a 
truly different internet experience.    

Jay grew up in East Kingston, New 
Hampshire and  graduated from  the 
University of New Hampshire with a BS in 
geology.  He earned a Masters degree 
from Georgia Tech in geophysics.
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The Flavor Wheel
The Beer Flavor Wheel was developed in the 
1970s by Morton Meilgaard. It was then 
adopted as standard by the European 
Brewery Convention, the American Society 
of Brewing Chemists, and the Master 
Brewers Association of the Americas.  

BrewPot.com has derived our own unique 
flavor rating scale from the standard wheel.

Revolutionary Rating System
Our patent-pending rating system is based 
on the 16 distinct flavors we found to be 
common in most beer.  Each flavor is rated 
on a scale of 1  - 5, depending on how much of that flavor is tasted in the beer.  

The ratings are then used to recommend new beers based on the beers our members 
already enjoy!  BrewPot.com’s approach bridges the gap between complex professional 
and  too-simplistic recreational beer judging methods. Once the system suggests a beer 
for the member to try, BrewPot.com will list where to  purchase that beer locally.

Scientific Flavor Rating

Taste.
Rate 
your 
beer.

Share 
your 

reviews.

Try new 
beers. 

Find a 
beer to 

love.
Repeat.
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Social Network

Social Network
BrewPot.com is designed to unite the 
growing number of  craft beer drinkers 
worldwide, and allow each user to share 
their advice and suggestions.  

BrewPot.com members use our portal to:

Market Stats

• Craft beer is the fastest growing 
segment for supermarket scan data.  
17.8% growth was stronger than all other 
alcohol beverage categories.

• Craft beer industry sales have grown 
31.5% over the last 3 years.

• scientifically rate the taste of the beers they try.
• meet friends who share their interest in beer.
• locate and communicate with craft brewers.
• get updates whenever a friend rates or mentions a beer or brewery.
• message and invite friends  to public and private events.
• search for people who share their beer preference.
• post reviews and journal entries to which friends can post their reviews and comments.

Growth in the Craft Beer Market
The Brewers Association reports that  “in 2006, sales by craft brewers were up 11.7% by 
volume for the year. This comes on top of strong growth in each of the prior three years 
and illustrates the ongoing surge of consumer interest in craft beers.“

People are buying and tasting more and more from the craft beer segment.  The sales 
growth in the market is an indicator of the growth we expect for Brewpot.com.
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Beer & Food Pairings
Beer has a wide range of tastes and certain 
styles of beer pair better with certain foods.   
BrewPot.com goes beyond selecting beers, 
and offers a guide to pairing and preparing 
foods with your beer of choice.  

On the Go?
Often, our Brewpot.com members find 
themselves trying a new beer in a 
restaurant, or maybe they are at a party and 
want to get their friends involved in rating 
beers.

With our handy pocket-sized Beer Rating 
Card, members can rate beers on the spot, 
wherever they try them, and introduce the 
revolutionary Brewpot.com rating system to 
their friends.

Website Features
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Advanced Web Technology

Beyond Brewpot.com
BrewPot.com offers a revolutionary way to 
share, rate and recommend  beer while 
utilizing advanced web technology like no 
traditional  beer-related website.  

Our members can :

• add embeds, for beers they’ve  rated, to 
their personal website, another blogger’s 
website or to a Facebook or MySpace 
application. 

• review beers from their mobile device.

• get widgets for their desktop and toolbars 
for their browser for easier BrewPot.com 
access!

BrewPot utilizes all the latest technology and 
existing networking methods such as 
StumbleUpon, Digg and Facebook.  The 
possibilities are truly endless!

Brewpot.com 
is the fun and 
easy way to 
find, rate and 
track the 
beers you 
love.
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Recent Press

Media Contact
Jay Jackson at jjackson@brewpot.com or via the website at www. brewpot.com.
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